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was a period of prosperity for the peasants not within the battle-
zone itself. But heavy industry and mining developed fast, and
France emerged from the war, and from post-war reconstruc-
tion, a more highly industrialized nation. A hundred milliards
of francs were spent on reconstruction of the devastated areas,
and the recovery of Alsace and Lorraine augmented France's
industrial resources and her industrial population. Her indus-
trial man-power, even more than her farm labour, was
supplemented by foreign immigrants, on the scale already
described.1
With the growth of industry, the inner tension between in-
dustrial oligarchy and industrial workers assumed more front-
rank importance in French politics. At the same time, the posi-
tion of the middle and professional classes was depressed by the
war. The broadest contrast between pre-war and post-war
France was the replacement of dynastic and clericalist issues
by economic and financial issues. The growing power of the
banks and trusts on one hand, of the Socialist, Communist and
trade union movements on the other, forced problems which
had previously been latent or secondary enough to be ignored
or tackled piecemeal, into the centre of the political stage.
The reluctance or inability of the parties given power by the
existing constitutional arrangements to tackle these problems
led to a long series of proposals for the reform of the constitu-
tion—some of them a revival of pre-war schemes. They also led
to consideration of new principles of taxation and financial
policy, which brought into the open forum of public debate
the underlying conflict of economic interest between property-
owners and wage-earners. At every stage these issues linked up
closely with issues of foreign policy; and the second main
feature of post-war France is the constant interaction between
domestic and foreign affairs. This had been not uncommon be-
1 Cf. above, Chapter II, p. 46. On the economic and social
effects of the war on French life, see D. W. Brogan: op. cit., pp. 511 -34;
and the specialist studies of Arthur Fontaine: French Industry during the
Wor (1927), and of W. F. Ogburn and W. Jaffe*: The Economic De-
velopment of Post-War France (1929),

